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Dear Reader,

This should not be about achievement. The events our world, our country has witnessed over 
the past year have been chaotic and hellish to say the absolute least. And I know you know that. 
But I also want you to know, or I guess I’d like to remind you that it is our job to write, and read, 
and talk, and protest, and march, and sing about it.  A lot of quarantine, for me, has been about 
finding things to look forward to. Little things, nothing huge. I’m always looking forward to 
fresh laundry, over-steeped tea, and new episodes of Saturday Night Live, but the thing I looked 
forward to, perhaps the most, throughout all of this was the new Bob Dylan album. When I 
heard that Bob Dylan, an iconic voice behind past movements of change, behind songs of peace 
and protest such as “The Lonesome Death of Hattie Carroll” and “When the Ship Comes In” 
was releasing a new album in 2020, I felt hopeful, especially in this time of political unrest, 
villainy, and divide, that his thoughts might do something again. I thought he’d take a story 
from out of the paper and blow it up for the world to see, I thought I’d see him marching and 
singing, standing up for justice. But all we got was outrageously unacceptable and narcissistic 
lyricism and a bad, disappointing Walt Whitman impression.

And I’m so sad to say this, because I love Dylan’s music. I’ve loved it since I was a kid. But 
perhaps I loved the message, the passion, not the voice, not the man. Today Bob Dylan sold 
the publishing rights to his entire catalog of songs to Universal Music. Hundreds and hundreds 
of songs, to the tune of what is estimated to be more than $300 million. What does that even 
mean?

This is about you. It’s always going to be about you because I know you, you want to make a 
change, you want to make a difference. We’re here, in this space, reading the words of voices 
not yet known by the world because this is where truth lies. We need to rely on ourselves to keep 
the story going. We need to rely on ourselves, our community to speak and to make change. No 
more idols, we contain multitudes.

Ben and Tara, I cannot thank you enough for the hard work and careful eye you’ve given this 
thing. Sarah, your cheerful enthusiasm and unyielding effort is contagious and I appreciate it to 
no end. This whole thing has been so weird, being online is so weird, but the incredible group I 
had behind me rose to the challenge every step of the way. Thank you. All I can ask is for you to 
keep going. Keep editing, keep reading, keep writing, keep scrapping and trying again. Keep a 
head full of ideas. I am bursting with pride and anticipation to hear them.

All all all all all the best,
Madeline Humphrey
Editor-in-Chief
Calliope Art & Literary Magazine, Fall 2020
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Blueberry Farm
Sierra DeWalt • Poetry

Maine.
Wild blueberries and mandolin
a girl who runs in circles
and a frisbee

which hit my lip and made me bleed

I convinced myself I loved you
so much that years later
I heard “Let Her Go” by Passenger
and still cried

I never felt the transcendent connection
but I craved who I thought you were 
contra-dances, warm school hoodies
and anxious smiles

I didn’t want you
but I wanted gentle and shy
wild blueberries on our lips
as stars collide
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The Daydream 
Makena Snipes • Photography

quick plumber story
Rachel Ledesma • Fiction

What happens is, I get interrupted. I’m in the middle of telling a story, then 
there’s brown water coming out of the sink. 

So we try to fix things. And I make myself useful because that’s what I do. I 
carry wet things and dry them off. Even cotton balls. Especially those. I line 
them up on a towel like I have rescued them, and I have. That’s the entire 
point. 

Where the story goes is nowhere. Because the bathroom floor is flooded as 
in the bath mat is no good anymore as in sopping wet and disgusting. We all 
agree. It must go out. 

So it goes. Or, it will moments later when the plumber arrives. They–the 
couple, the owners of the broken sink–walk it out together, straight to the 
dumpster. I–the guest--watch from inside while the plumber bangs on a pipe. 
The noise is constant, piercing, necessary. It makes me feel like calling my 
grandpa and apologizing for never returning his calls. 

I don’t. We all watch the plumber from the bedroom. He pretends like he 
doesn’t see us staring which is essential to the performance. I wonder how 
plumbers know to do this–to work and be watched, pretending as though 
they exist only in that moment. To work, to fix, to leave. If they were to 
turn around and acknowledge us watching, the magic would be lost. I am 
suddenly grateful. 

Our plumber moves fast. There is not much new to see after a few minutes. 
Just brown drain muck that reminds me of Thanksgiving and expired 
hummus. We go sit in the living room, and it’s then that I realize I have 
forgotten the story–the one I was telling earlier–and so have they. 

But we don’t feel bad that there is no end, no conclusion. We feel fine, 
actually. 
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rays of light
Gaia Adams • Poetry

I was on the back of a bike last night, driving over rice fields
and the air felt good against my head
my hair blowing in the wind
Is what I would have said if I was a character in a young-adult novel
I didn’t have any hair because I shaved it all off
It was cold
I wasn’t wearing a helmet
I should have been
but it would not have made a difference to my non-existent hair
There was nothing special about last night
It was a normal night

I was on the back of a bike and my arms were cold
because I didn’t bring a jacket

There were kites in the sky
There are always kites in the sky

I could see them because they had lights and they were glowing
As I watched, their wings evolved into manta rays and the sky turned into the ocean

I wasn’t wearing a bathing suit
but I was in the waves and I was on a bike and the world was upside down

The manta rays were red then pink then green and there were hundreds of them
The sky was dark like the deep blue sea

The wind was bitter like the water would have been
I was on the back of a bike and the stars were out
But the manta rays didn’t care
They were dancing and their wings were magnificent
Strong yet delicate; they could go anywhere
The ocean was their kingdom and the night sky was their playground
I was cold
but I would have stayed out all night
if it meant I could continue to watch them swim
They were so free
So safe
And then they were gone

The couple kisses each other. I go to say something while I stare back at the 
plumber who announces that he has finished. Resurrection, I think. The 
plumber displays how the sink works. We stare at him like children. He 
mumbles something and shows himself out the door. 

It works out perfectly. I forget what I was saying and they don’t ask me what I 
said. So I help them put the dry things back into the bathroom cabinet. Then 
I throw all the wet cotton balls away. So they don’t have to. So I have a good 
reason to go home. 

Which I do. And then after that, I don’t know. 
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Smokey Persistence
Rachel Caputo • Photography

The bike below kept driving, carrying me along with it
the kites now dark, abandoned, and muddy

left in the middle of the rice field,
strings tangled and infinite,

leading a soggy path
all the way back

home
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Unsweetened
Chloë Rosichan • Fiction

There are a lot of things I wish I said to Mom. A lot of things that I wish 
I understood earlier in life and a lot of things that I wish she understood about 
me. There are a lot of things I wish I had the chance to explain to Mom before 
she died. Really sit down and not yell, but instead explain out of a place of love. 
Out of a place that has the goal of solution and not just petty attacks caused by 
the inability to be wrong. 

Mom would pour the homemade unsweetened iced tea that I hated in the 
giant mason jars that I loved and I would drink the tea without complaints. 
We would sit on the porch, outside the screened in part, and rock on the 
sturdy black chairs that she got when I was a teenager. We would look down 
the unpaved street that was enclosed by a canopy of trees and tall, careless, 
southern grass. And when our conversation grew to a lull or a frustration where 
we had to take a break, we would listen to the wind talk to itself between the 
leaves. I would get bitten by mosquitoes but wouldn’t say anything as she sat 
unbothered, her blood too bitter or too sweet for the bugs. We never really 
figured it out in the end.

She moved there when I was 11; three years into the divorce process, not 
knowing it would take three more to become legalized. I guess you could call 
it running away, that’s what Dad called it. She left for her country life dream 
and I stayed with Dad in our suburbia hell. The small town in Tennessee, only 
five minutes from the Alabama border, which she liked to tell people. Iron City. 
It was hardly a city at all. Less than 500 people and the most popular business 
was the Post Office. My two older brothers used to tell me how lucky we were 
that she left; thank God she’s removed herself from our lives. Everything would 
be easier, they said, but it wasn’t really. I think they were just upset that their 
own mother abandoned them for a man. It was all for a man. That’s why 
she left her old life behind. He was different from Dad, in all ways. His long 
country boy hair made him look like Jesus and I think Mom thought that too. 
He was supposed to be her savior, the one to carry her into happiness, bring her 
salvation. The man was supposed to be her new life, but he left when the cancer 
came. 

~
I just turned 40. It felt like a big deal leading up to the fact. But when 

the day came, I realized this is just like 30 but now I feel more comfortable with the 
growing number. At the end of the day, aren’t we supposed to age? Isn’t that 
what life is about? Don’t humans, just like a lot of the “finer things in life,” 
grow better with age? I would rather be a wise and sure of herself mare than 
a green filly that still doesn’t know what pastures have the best grass. The 
point is, aging really isn’t as scary as I once thought it was, it’s almost exciting 
now. 

Life is just chapters broken down by the big events in your life. 
Graduations, jobs, marriages, children, important deaths, heartbreak, 
insurmountable joy, it’s all written in there. I wish I could talk to Mom about 
it. Find out what she thinks, how she measures it all. Find the beauties and 
clichéd pains together. Her creative flower garden mind was always a bit 
better than mine at that. It took me a long time to accept that the two of us, 
more or less, think the same. I would see glimmers of it but never wanted to 
admit it. It took me even longer to find pride in our similarities. 

If she was here with me, I think she would tell me to forgive myself, 
that I’m too hard on myself. She’s always thought that, but she understood it 
more than anyone because she was the same way. I don’t think she would be 
disappointed in me like Luke was during my buzzed appearances at my kids’ 
birthday parties. I never thought I was too obvious, especially since the kids 
hardly ever see me more than two glasses of wine in. But, then again, maybe 
she thought that too. “You’re acting like your mother,” he had said behind 
a fake smile at Jenna’s 8th birthday, telling me to stop, that I was becoming 
something of an embarrassment. Something else we can share, Mom. 
Something I can hold onto to feel you. 

Mom at 40. I try to imagine her, conjure up her face before the wrinkles 
really came in and then magically disappeared again, before she let her 
honey hair turn silver, before divorce filled her with paranoia and hate. I 
try to imagine her as a parent, just a parent, not a person. Not Meagan. Just 
Mom. I try to remember the times before it got ugly and I became aware of 
her imperfections and shadows.

I remember sitting with her in our towels after our bath together when I 
was a child. I would help her clean her jewelry. The ones Dad got her while 
away on business, thinking a new ring would make up for never being home. 
I would dunk the silvers into the cleaner and then scrub them with the small 
thistle brush that came with the set. She always sat with her legs open, and I 
would sit between them, cross legged as I leaned over my work. Was she 40 
then? Maybe 45. But she was always at peace in the bathroom. Her multitude 
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of lotions and essential oils were a protective motherly hug for the both of us. 
The lavender scented everything entangled us as I let her brush my tangled 
mane, too distracted to pay attention to the slight tugs that came with 
neglected long hair. She hummed in my ear and ran her fingers through my 
damp hair, scratching the spot she knew I loved behind my ears. 

It’s amazing how tender her love was, how even in the moments of her 
fits of rage when she drunkenly barked at me or cried on my shoulders, the 
tenderness would reappear. She could go from blaming me for her failed 
marriage, screaming during tantrums, throwing herself on her bed, on the 
couch, on the brown armchair we’ve had since my childhood. Throwing 
a bottle at me, maybe a broom, or a pillow, if she was feeling harmless. 
Whispering lies into my ears about our family, planting seeds of doubt deep 
in my mind of their love for me. “Your father,” she would slither, “he was 
horrible. A bad husband but a worse father. I used to have to beg him to come 
home to us. Beg, Claire. For him to spend time with you, did you know that?” 
She would slur her words together, tightening her desperate grasp around 
me, afraid if she let up for a single moment that maybe, just maybe, I would 
leave her too. She could go from this to pleading with me to sit with her, to let 
her brush my hair again. “Please, like we used to. With you between my legs. 
Remember? After our baths.”

By 50 Mom was grasping for something bigger, or really anything that 
wasn’t what she had. I think she knew her and Dad’s marriage was over. She 
knew her sons were depressed and blamed her and her choke hold kind of 
love. She knew she wanted more from this life. She wanted to become more 
than a self-branded failed mother. 

When she walked down the driveway in her black trench coat and fishnet 
stockings towards her waiting friends, I think she knew she wanted more than 
what she currently had. Her friend, “the artistic one” as she was called in 
our house, had gotten proposed to by her exotic French composer boyfriend. 
They were getting married in Lyon that summer, the last summer Mom and 
Dad would be together, and it was going to be “ just divine” as she had put it. 
But, before a woman can get married, Mom had explained to my childhood 
self, she must have a bridesmaid party. So what do a group of middle aged 
women do for a bridesmaid party? They learn how to pole dance. 

Mom had borrowed a necklace of mine, a purple beaded choker with a 
deep violet and white plumeria on it. Dad pulled me out into the driveway 
with him as she walked out. He laughed at her, made sly comments to her 
where the only word I could hear was “hooker.” We stood at the top of the 

driveway as I watched her long black body move faster and faster. 
“Cheer on your mother, look at her go.” His words were filled 

with venom. He spit them on me. “Go on, cheer!” So I did. Not fully 
understanding the actions of beloved Dad, the man who in my eyes, could 
never do any wrong. We whooped and hollered until she got in the car with 
her friends, never daring to look back at us. The artistic one glared through 
the passenger window. She shook her head at us. I looked up at Dad and his 
charming grin, I knew he was enjoying himself by the way he laughed. He 
draped his arm over my shoulder. “Hey there, Diane! Have fun tonight!” He 
cupped his free hand around his mouth, making sure they heard him. The 
car finally pulled away and I looked up at him, the mismatch of emotions 
from my two parents causing an internal battle of confusion. 

“Why did you do that?”
“Do what?” He asked defensively.
“That! Mom was upset, I think… I think you made her upset,” I 

answered back. 
“She wasn’t really upset. Just being a little emotional, don’t worry about 

it. It’s not something that deserves your attention, honey,” he said. 
Not my responsibility. My naïve ears believed him. Probably because it was 

easier. Everything was always just easier with him.  

At my high school graduation Mom got drunk. She threw me a brunch 
to celebrate but she was already drunk by the time I got there with my 
advisor. She threw her hands up in the air when I walked in, like ditzy 
women do in movies when they’re simply delighted. She was sitting in the 
wooden booth, the table in the small musky New England building was the 
only thing separating us. I knew as soon as I walked in, just by the way she 
turned her head. I had seen it rarely as a child and more frequently as I had 
gotten older, visiting her in her southern playground. It was recognizable 
now, this character that made herself more known each passing year: The 
Drunk Mom. Fun Mom, she thought. Embarrassing Mom, Out Of Control 
Mom. 

“Oh you’re here! You’re here!” She jumped from her seat, almost 
knocking the glass cup off the table. “Oh honey, I’m so proud of you! Let me 
give you a hug, bunny rabbit,” she scrambled. I saw what she wanted to do 
before she did it, she ducked down to crawl out from under the table.

“Mom, let me just come to you,” I said as I gave her older sister a small 
smile and nod. It’s okay, my eyes told her. As Mom’s drinking habit progressed 
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Costume from Vlčnov, Czech Republic
Kati Dean • Colored pencil

in those years, humiliating the colony of WASPs that is her family became 
more common. 

“That’s not a real hug!” She screamed in my ear as I leaned across the 
table. “I’ll just get out. I want a real hug from you.”

“Mom, please. Stop,” I tried whispering. My friends who had decided 
to stop by before heading off to their own festivities took breaks from their 
conversations to listen. To watch. Like vultures. 

“Sh, sh. I’ll get out, I’ll get out,” she said waving her hand, inches away 
from hitting my face. She ducked under the table yet again and I could hear 
the small bump as her knees hit the ground. Her face emerged from under 
the tablecloth and she smiled up at me. Dad’s sister glanced down at her with 
disgust before taking a sip of her oh so holy water. Mom’s eyes were slightly 
glazed, maybe if someone didn’t know her they wouldn’t have known, but 
I knew. I saw. She crawled up to me, her olive green silk skirt was hiked up 
but slid back down her legs effortlessly as she stretched up. She grasped my 
outstretched arm like it was a life raft. Collapsing into my body, she got her 
real hug. “I love you, bunny rabbit,” she sloshed into my ear. 

“I love you too, Mom.”
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Love Song in May
Sierra DeWalt • Poetry

your hair reminds me of
dandelions, melting butter
lemon laffy taffys
fizzing tablets
to dye Easter eggs  

your heart reminds me of
hidden castles, ancient doorways
diamond crowns
velvet ball gowns
over dance worn legs

being with you feels like
foaming bubble baths, sunsets
the smell of  lavender 
on the first spring day

kissing you feels like
sparklers and laughter
packaged together
in the month of  May

Midnight Snack
Emi Thomas • Painting
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Kohl’s
McKenna Sulick • Nonfiction

I’m five years old shuffling my feet through Kohl’s with my dad. I’m 
scanning the aisles for new pajamas, but the task gets more difficult each time 
we make the trek to our favorite place to spend time together. I take these 
nights very seriously—it’s me and my dad “out on the town,” just the two of  
us. My dad works a lot, even I at five know that he works enough for me to 
notice. Still, once a month, after his exhausting days in the office, I get him all 
to myself. These evenings which really only last just shy of  two hours seem to 
go on for days, and I love it that way. 

The conversations with my dad make me laugh and think and dream 
and guess and plan all in the same breath. I usually pick out something pink 
or sparkly, but tonight I pick out something green and purple. It’s a set with 
pajama pants and a loose tank top with a swirl pattern on it. He nods and 
smiles, saying that’s perfect, Kens! I spot a pink robe with flower designs on it. I 
turn my head towards my dad, my eyes behind my purple glasses gleaming, a 
sly smirk on my lips. He laughs. Okay, fine—you can have both, he says. I wear the 
robe triumphantly around the store, and once we buy it, I don’t take it off for 
a week.

We sing Fleetwood Mac songs on the way home as the windows are down 
in his Chevy Tahoe. He’s a slow driver, but that’s good—all the more time I 
get to spend with him. When my mom asks why my hair is both streaming 
from and sticking out of  my head, I gush about how Dad let me pick out two 
things tonight and that dad rolled down the windows on the drive home and 
that dad put on “Go Your Own Way” and sang it with me as we drove around. 
Mom smiles. 

Dad asks me to lunch with him. I show up a bit late and run across the 
street to the restaurant in my not-yet-broken-in Doc Martens, my heels yelling 
at me with every step. Fifteen years later, after the green and purple swirl 
pajamas and the pink flowered robe were pushed towards the back of  my 
closet, I could not be more different; I am overworked, creatively drained, 
busier than ever, and I don’t wear pajama sets any longer—I usually just wear 
my Anaheim Ducks t-shirt and old dance team shorts. I stumble into the 
restaurant and place my sunglasses atop my messy hair as I search for him. I 
pull up the slipping straps of  my sundress as the air conditioning chills me. I 
wave to my favorite server, who directs me over to Dad. I spot his collared shirt 
and clean haircut from across the room. I smile as I sit down in the booth, 

muttering I’m so sorry, to which he says, It’s okay girl! I was just responding to emails. 
I look to the edge of  the table and see papers. Dad catches my eyes and says 
he has articles printed out and annotated for me to read. They’re about how to 
build a better morning routine and how to find stillness in times of  panic. His 
handwriting covers the pages, underlined, exclamation point-ed and smiley-
face-ed. 

As we grow further away from each other because we have less and less 
time to spend together, we have to rely on these lunches or in-passing kitchen 
conversations or meetings halfway between Orange and my hometown to 
hold us together. These are our modern-day Kohl’s nights. I realize that these 
annotated articles are the new currency of  love, the new green and purple 
swirl pajamas and pink flowered robe.
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26
Gabi Siguenza • Poetry

a turquoise mine
Athena Schlusemeyer • Photography

A blue fever. 
Before my temperature spikes cobalt,
See me.
Deformed, deteriorating palette of  
evolved madness.
Effortlessly disguised as a woman who keeps to herself.
Jeans, scarf, pointed shoes. Casual Friday.
HR department. Quiet. No drama. The last one you would expect.
Ironic, 
jaded.
Caged under a desk lamp and dusty wall decor, 
elderly but twenty six,
empty empath who is 
endearingly lonesome.
Opaque windows go well with 
peeled sheets in heaps and peeled 
cuticles and poisoned 
art.
Estranged? No, widowed from reality, perhaps.
Tedious, clawing hours. 
Used, unusual when there’s no one to blame for someone so
vehemently underwhelming, one mind with the weight of  
Double. Might call it  
Exhaustion, overexerted yet personable. Light, pale, baby
Why so blue, where is her
Zeal for color
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Cooking Dinner
Elizabeth Tran • Poetry

In the kitchen, my grandmother and I talked about tonight’s dinner
would she cook chicken or Fish?
It seemed obvious (she kept staring at the salmon)
And she said, “Fish tastes better, right?”
For a second I was quiet.
She said, “But the chicken’s quite fresh too, isn’t it?
You like chicken more, don’t you? But your sister likes Fish.
She’s more like me. And you, you’re just like your brother, always
so different, not like anyone in the family.”
“I guess so,” I said. I wondered how my brother would have retorted were he still here.
She said, “Your sister’s going to be home from work soon –
I better start cooking; she’ll be so hungry when she gets back.
Hurry and start washing the rice – you can do that, right?
You can manage, that’s a simple task.”
“Yeah,” I said, “Sure.” 
She said, “Your sister’s a good cook, much better than you.”
“Yes,” I said.
The salmon lay limply on the cutting board.
My grandmother reached for the knife.
I turned on the tap and watched the grains of  rice submerge in water.  

3 of 3.6e11
Elon Grobey • Photography
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Dear Promise
Julianna Tarallo • Fiction

I tried putting little pieces of  hot dog in my Top Ramen. You were right. 
It did make it, as you so lovingly put it, “less pathetic of  a meal.” I think 
next time I’ll swipe some extra hot sauce packets from Taco Bell to kick it up 
another notch. I read in an acting guide once that eating spicy foods before 
an emotional scene is a hack to help actors cry. That, and plucking out your 
upper thigh hairs. I’ll let you know.

I had a gig yesterday. Well, kind of. A woman that smelled of  Froot Loop 
vape juice and anxiety approached me and Ashley at the mall last week with a 
modeling job. Did you know I have a “face for editorial?” And here I thought I 
was dripping in mediocrity, nearly drowning in it. Wow, that was poetic as shit. 
Maybe I should give up the acting dreams, go back to Georgia, and be one of  
those crazies who stands on our street corner shouting lines that could have 
been in a Drake song. I took the job, though. The AC has been broken at our 
place and the apartment is starting to smell like Meemaw’s coleslaw breath.

I’m not really sure what the photos are supposed to be selling. They had 
Ashley sandwiched between me and this other dude who kept puffing his 
chest out like he was Hercules with a fade. The photographer, Rafael, I think, 
kept telling us to act like we were snakes coming out of  Medusa’s head. Like, 
what the fuck does that even mean? LA people are something else, Promise. A 
whole different breed.

Ashley keeps hinting that she might not want to be monogamous 
anymore. We actually got into a big fight about it before the photo shoot. You 
know what she told me? “I think I might be outgrowing you.” She said that 
trying to have a conversation with me is like trying to bang the last drops of  
shampoo out of  the bottle instead of  buying a new one. Who even thinks of  
insults like that? She uses the same perfume Mama does, though. Sometimes 
when we’re laying in bed at night, I’ll take a deep breath and I’ll be back in the 
dusty, pink, living room after Sunday Service, choking on the cheap perfume 
of  all those happy ladies in hats. It’s nice. So I pull Ashley closer. And the next 
day she’ll make me cornbread.

You can tell Mama not to worry, though. Pop, too, I guess. If  he asks. 
I’m going on a bunch of  auditions this month that my manager says I’d be 
perfect for. Maybe don’t tell them about the mall photo shoot, though. Or the 
fight with Ashley. Or the hot dog noodles. Tell them I’m happy. And sound 
convincing. I really think I’m getting good. I’m learning how to smile at people 

when I really don’t want to. How to act grateful when my manager sends me 
to an audition for another thug role. How to be unbothered when a white 
woman clutches her purse on the bus. And Dad said I could never make it as 
an actor.

Shit. I’ve probably got to stop writing now. If  the envelope gets too thick 
you might think I sent home cash.

Love always,
Lucky
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The Inverted Sea
Gabriella Brandom • Fiction

The path had been cold and directionless. The last time Anne and Todd 
walked here, the maritime air still waited at the edge of  the sea, not daring 
to come close to shore. Their town, the one they had set out away from, was 
a half  hour hike from the clifftop, little houses set downslope with newly 
widened cobbled streets. It had loudened in recent years, and the surrounding 
paths had quietened, save for sounds often mistaken for silence – the metal 
clink of  Todd’s satchel closure against his belt, shoes squelching in mud, each 
step sounding from someplace other than here.

Todd was silent. He had been more careful with his words this time. He 
trod ahead of  Anne with quiet eyes and a downcast face, glancing back with 
every few steps to check she was still following. The time between seasons 
marked the town dull and unmoving, aside from the mist. The white dotted 
her vision, wispy shapes unveiling themselves. She wanted to call it living, but 
the fog only deadened the air between them.

It was much too dark for morning, and they soon arrived at the top of  the 
cliff. Nothing was new here. The grass was bright despite the rain withholding. 
They settled into the outcrop, overseeing the overhanging, the dark, jagged 
rock zig-zagging down. Todd unwrapped a sandwich from gingham cloth, and 
placed it on the ground before him.

Down the cliff was the whirlpool. The eternal spiral, ever-expanding 
outward, downward. The current collapsed in on itself, waves mucking up the 
brilliant blue into white, sea spraying upward. How far it traveled down. How 
wide it would become. How one day it would succumb land to sea. Not in 
their lifetimes, but beyond – something her children would see; something they 
would suffer. It seemed it should have had a sound to it. Something roaring 
and tumultuous, inescapable and raw. But the surge was quiet, the sound 
muffled and swallowed whole.

Todd offered half  of  the sandwich, but Anne declined. He crunched into 
stale bread, crumbs gathering in his shirt creases. Todd was gentle in ways that 
did not matter, and now it was in the way he took his shoes off, one at a time, 
setting them beside him. “It’s nice out,” he said. “A bit chilly.” He stretched his 
legs out between them.

Todd could fall down the cliff. She thought of  it every time. It had 
certainly happened to nameless others before, people venturing too far, 
drawn in by the maelstrom, the same awe that Anne once had. He could 

fall and nothing would come undone or click into place. There would be some 
commotion, some draft of  wind. Perhaps the looser rocks would dislodge and 
join him. A man would be lost, and he never would be again.

“Nothing would change if  you fell down there,” she said. She didn’t want to 
say it out loud, but she had to say it to stop it resounding in her head. 

“If  I fell?” He swallowed bread and tore off another piece of  sandwich. “I’d 
hope something’d change.”

“Not really.” It did not matter which one of  them fell. It would make no 
difference.

“At least some pebbles would come down with me.” The pause he left was 
empty without his usual laugh.

“I don’t think little pebbles would break your fall. I wonder if  you’d even 
splash when you hit the surface, or if  you’d just go straight down.”

The wind carried salt and cold; usually they came here when the sun was 
out.

“You throw out all sorts of  words,” he said at last, and his misery was 
drowned by the light rain coming down. 

She was sorry, but didn’t say it. Todd was an old friend, and he must have 
been used to these things by now. He was something of  a traveling companion, 
or so he had been before needing to leave town every year to miss the busy 
season. His ties here had lessened and soon they would untether completely. He 
would go off and look at other things with other people. They used to come here 
as children, back when the world was open and endless. There was a freedom to 
feeling like the only people in existence, and they would look out at the sea with 
the same open eyes. The sky had lowered since then, the fog bringing with it an 
impenetrable isolation.

“Change is on its way,” he said, and smiled. “You should see it, Anne. You 
can come visit me. I’ll be staying in the big house, out back in the mountains. 
You would love the garden.”

Anne hadn’t been able to open her eyes wide enough for quite some time 
now. She would raise her eyebrows and stretch her mouth downward, but her 
eyes stayed the same. Foggy, narrow. Todd had been slightly more in focus, but 
now he was fading at the edges. She was a stranger to her own life, looking on 
at the body that was her own, sitting at the clifftop. Further down was the sea, 
and drawn to the side was the village, where years passed in moments, where 
dummy-people spoke with dummy mouths, and didn’t ask or answer questions. 
The town where Todd arrived last week and they stood at odds with each other, 
something unspeakable having changed. The town where tomorrow he would 
set off, give a small wave, look away, and never return.

“We shouldn’t meet here anymore,” came Todd’s voice, distant despite how 
close he was. He raised his eyes to meet hers. Anne had an aversion to his eyes. 
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She didn’t want to know the look he wore, and connect it to all the words they 
had ever thrown at each other. She imagined him with a soft, gentle face, but 
she didn’t know if  it belonged to him. 

They did not speak about real things. They talked nothingness, thought 
into tomorrow, and inevitably fell into yesterday. They spoke little of  what was 
real and here, and when they did, something was unfixably wrong.

“We can’t just spend our lives looking down from here,” he said. The 
sandwich was finished, and he wrapped up the crumbs in gingham. “We 
shouldn’t come here anymore. I just don’t think it’s good for you.” He picked 
at bread crust, breaking it smaller and smaller. His legs remained still, and a 
living person should have really been more alive than that. “And it’s getting 
cold, Anne, I think we should go.”

“I’ve been here when it’s been colder than this. You have, too. You don’t 
remember.”

Todd was gentle in ways that did not matter. “Or at least me. I should go. 
There are places I need to be.”

“You don’t have to be anywhere. Things will happen here whether you 
want them to or not – they just haven’t happened yet.”

He looked out at the view, wincing at the rain. “What, the storm? There 
are better things to wait for.”

The sea had not been inverted yet – that was something to be achieved. 
True inversion of  land and sea was in the future. It had already begun. Only 
twenty years ago, the maelstrom was a small funnel, a line shooting down to 
the bottom of  the ocean, and further than that. Back then, the two of  them 
would sit and look into the ocean, track seagulls with their eyes, laugh about 
how far the drop was, how sharp the rocks. They knew about the maelstrom; 
everyone knew about the maelstrom, and what it was to become. It was there, 
and most people moved on from it, and left it out of  their minds. It had grown 
magnificently. Not yet enough to tear a hole through the earth, but Anne knew 
it had the power to.

It would not be a fracturing apart, but simply a surge and a clearing, and 
an absence.  A reset of  things that were, a new start moving forward. 

The whirlpool turned without time. It stood out through the fog and the 
onsetting storm, a churn of  white and blue, light and dark. She would come 
here until the day sea overtook land and pulled it all asunder. Until then.

Todd had the same face he had as a child, the same quiet voice. He 
weighed words carefully, moving his hands in and out to articulate something 
that never came. He picked up his shoes and held them at their heels. The sun 
lowered in the sky, emanating through the fog and casting the world in golden-
grey. They were not important enough to be silhouetted, or to cast shadows at 
all.

The rain set in thick, and the storm brought such darkness that the colors 
were lost. All that remained was the single shape of  nightfall, of  Todd rising to 
stand, crumbs of  bread falling from him. The world did not shatter that day. 
It would not have even seemed to change for those not paying attention. The 
tide swelled and drew backward, and when she looked up again, he was gone.
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Churches I’ve Been To
John Finnegan • Poetry

the alaskan omen
Athena Schlusemeyer • Photography

I once went to a church that had statues of  saints in the courtyard
They were as tall as me, cracked by the sands of  time
It reminded me of  the Haunted Mansion where the busts’ eyes followed you
As you walked into the building 

I once went to a church that had an image of  Jesus on a cross above the altar
Jesus had his head down, morose, as anyone who’d been tortured likely would 
be
He also had a six-pack
I questioned why Jesus had a six-pack, among other things

I once went to a church with a massive balcony
And a stage where a full band played
And crowds of  people stomped and sang the praises of  God
Where a priest dressed in jeans and a t-shirt talked about the gospel
Or Evil
Or Homosexuals

I once went to a church that had a massive pool of  holy water
The basin was polished every morning so you could see your reflection in it
And the water sometimes splashed out puddles on the tiled floor
I never tried putting my hand in it because I thought it would burst into flames

I once went to a church that was so massive any sound echoed throughout it
So sensitive I was afraid my thoughts themselves would ring out
To my family and my friends and the parish
Like somehow the building itself  would split my head open, pull out my 
thoughts and say to the people
“This. Look at this. Look at it and weep.”

I once went to a church in the forest
There were no ceilings or walls, and the pews were the bodies of  dead trees on 
the dirt floor
The priest sat on a stump, and spoke directly to his parish of  nine people 
There was no stained glass, no robes, only the natural world
It was humble, it was whole, and it was full of  life
God, I miss that church
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Woman on a Train Track 
Makena Snipes • Photography

White
Tara Mann • Flash Fiction

You didn’t expect it to be so selfless.
She comes into the office every morning at eight am on the dot, waves 

hello with one hand, a tall black coffee in the other, and walks into her office 
with a wide, pleasing smile. Her clothing and makeup are always impeccable 
and she is the picture of  professionalism. She is met with stares and cautious 
looks by the people in the waiting area, hands gripping bags close to chests. 
Usually one or two leave the building after seeing her. You are so busy learning 
the new receptionist job that it takes you a few days to realize why the reaction 
to her is so negative, despite her clear sense of  belonging in the building. On 
the fourth day you finally study her closely, curious what all the fuss is about, 
and notice that her entire head of  pin-straight shoulder-length hair is as white 
as snow.

As soon as you see it you instinctively clutch one of  your own strands of  
white hair, evidence of  one of  the few true lies you have ever told. It happened 
in high school when you covered for your sister who was out late at a party. 
She ended up in a minor car accident. You haven’t told a lie like that since 
then, just the harmless white lies that make your scalp itch but never turn the 
rest of  your red hair white.

This woman has told hundreds of  lies. Big ones, too. Hair doesn’t get that 
white that early in life otherwise. You can always tell the difference between 
old hair and liar’s hair.

It doesn’t add up. She works at Child Protective Services, of  all places. 
She is always kind to everyone and brings homemade pastries to the break 
room every Thursday. You’ve seen her pick up trash on the sidewalk and hold 
doors open for countless visitors. The other employees have no problem with 
her either, and she is one of  management’s favorites. You have met only a few 
other people with hair like hers, and they were never trusted, not like she is.

You haven’t talked to her much. All you know is that she has been working 
here for over twenty years and a picture on the wall from fifteen years ago 
shows her with gorgeous waves of  brown hair.

You have no idea what the lies could be, and you’re not sure you want to 
know either. You have a feeling it’s the same lie, told over and over again. Nor-
mally telling the same lie doesn’t result in more hair turning white, unless you 
do it too much. For the next few weeks you are filled with curiosity and fear.

Then one day she leaves on an emergency call. Something happened in 
a home she has been working with and it sounds bad. You focus on your work 
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while she is out, but you can’t help wondering what will happen when she 
returns.

A few hours later she walks into the office with a little boy in tow. The 
child can’t be more than six years old, still dressed in thin pajamas and hug-
ging a fraying and deflated stuffed monkey. The boy is shaking, his face dirty 
and streaked with tears. He stops in the middle of  the reception area as fear 
fills his eyes. You give him a welcoming smile, but he ducks his head and latch-
es onto the woman’s legs.

The woman turns and kneels in front of  him, whispering soothing words 
while she strokes his hair. It already has a few splashes of  white.

The boy starts crying and the woman holds him tight. She is gentle and 
patient with him, like you have never seen before. She lets him cry and holds 
him close, her white hair obscuring his face, as she says, “You’re going to 
be fine. Everything is going to be fine. Nothing bad will happen to you ever 
again.”

Longing for Summer Camp
Ella Kodjababian • Photography
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57 Years
Abby Paine • Poetry

Remember 57 years
Re
Calling, reading
Them. 
Mate to 
Be
Come, wilder.
Anointed,
Jointed in place
Like a screw in 
Their Charlestown coffee table.
Burning, cooked to 
Perfection 
The World’s Largest Meatball.
Sculpting
Building bridges to Cape Cod,
To the heart of a nurse.
Healed now with
Five dollar burger Mondays,
Rosaries and back rubs,
That alligator on the golf course.
South Carolina red sauce isn’t like Mamas 
On Newbury
In bricks.
Cancun Christmas,
Time share
Shared time.
The luck of the Irish
Fulfilling
Filled full in North End cannolis.
Phoning on this day to celebrate
The least phony thing I know.
57 years, 

My lineage 
My future
Joe and Beth.
Loud and soft.
Hands and heart.
Love and love.
Papa and Grandma. 
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hide-and-seek
Li Anne Liew • Photography

Can it Heal with a Band Aid?
Kelly Taylor • Fiction

“Will it hurt?” Tears glistened in Molly’s eyes as she peered down at our 
operating table. 

“Not one bit,” I assured her, stroking back her matted hair. Several 
strands wound around her plastic tiara in little knots and I winced at the 
thought of  untangling it. It wouldn’t be pretty.

Snot began to drip from Molly’s red nose, and I lifted a tissue to clean it 
off. “How can you be sure?” She asked, in the high-pitched squeak that always 
seemed to emanate from children when crying was involved.

“Because.” I lifted a plastic syringe from the toy doctor set that had been 
her last birthday present. “I’m going to give Mr. Teddy a shot and it will make 
him fall asleep for a little while.”

“Like Sleeping Beauty?” The tears stalled in their tracks as she leaned in 
with refreshed interest. It wasn’t every day that we had a real patient to play 
doctor with. 

“Exactly like Sleeping Beauty,” I crooned. “And then he’ll wake up when 
we’re all finished.”

I looked down at the little black beads that served as Mr. Teddy’s eyes. 
They didn’t betray an ounce of  the disaster that was the rest of  his body. One 
ear dangled from the worn fleece of  his head and both arms were completely 
severed. He needed a lot more than the band aid that had gotten stuck to his 
chest in Molly’s desperate attempts to put him back together.

Her little fingers worried away at the cheap, sparkly fabric of  her princess 
dress. “But how will he know when it’s time to wake up?”

“The beautiful princess will kiss him.” I bopped her on the nose and she 
giggled, a gurgling sound that reminded me of  her days in the high chair 
clipped to the counter, laughter bubbling out of  her little tummy as Mike 
made faces at her behind oven mitts. 

“Okay. But what if  the shot hurts him while he’s still awake?”
I tried to hide my smile at the slew of  questions; this was a very serious 

affair to my precious five-year-old. “Why don’t you hold his hand? Then you 
can share some of  your bravery with him.”

Molly thought about this for a moment—ever the little surgeon deciding 
on a treatment plan—and then nodded before squeezing a fuzzy paw of  her 
plush teddy bear. “Okay. He’s ready.”

“Okay. I’m going to count to three, ready? One, two,” she squinted her 
eyes shut as I set the thick tip of  the toy needle to the chubby leg of  Mr. Teddy. 
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runaway
Li Anne Liew • Photography

“Three. There. All done,” I said, setting the toy back in the kit. 
She popped one eye open, her face pinched in worry. “Did he cry?”
“No. He was very brave.”
Slowly, Molly unclenched her face. 
“Why don’t you go play with Stingray Ray now, hmm? I’m sure he’s miss-

ing his friend Mr. Teddy very much.”
As much fun as she always had playing doctor on Daddy—who feigned 

obscure illnesses for the sake of  the game—I wasn’t sure she was cut out for 
the sharp sting of  my sewing needle. Mr. Teddy was as good as a real person 
in Molly’s world and this was all too real an act. It was better for surgery to re-
main magical—one fairy godmother later and you’d have a whole bear again. 
It was simpler. Less messy.

“Maybe you can make him feel better while I do the surgery,” I said.
“You’ll take good care of  him?” She croaked in her sad little voice. I 

didn’t miss it when her eyes slid to the toy chest in the living room. She wanted 
the excuse just as badly as I did. 

“The best.” I planted a kiss on her forehead and steered her around the 
counter. The little nudge had her prancing towards the couch and flouncing 
down in front of  the full box of  toys. Seconds later, she was absorbed in a new 
game of  pretend, and I turned back to my task. 

Poor Mr. Teddy, I thought as I picked up a stray arm and fit it back into 
the socket. I sighed, tucked the stuffing inside his limbs and chest, and set my 
needle to work. 

What a mess.
An hour later the phone rang. It was ten minutes before five. Twenty-eight 

minutes before Mike had said he’d be home.
I picked up the land line and held it to my ear, one hand gripping the 

needle I’d just pulled through a stitch. 
Across town, on the fourth floor of  the local hospital, in a light blue paint-

ed room with a stark white floor and a perfectly starched bed, the nurse came 
in to collect his things. He’d fallen asleep. No princess had been there to wake 
him up.

He’d died on the table. 
The phone call was just a courtesy. 
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My Question 
Aiden White • Poetry

I would like to chat with the Grim Reaper,
perhaps get his RSVP for a cup of tea,
and ask:

“How do you know when it’s time to take a life?”
And he might reach into the depths of his robe,
procuring a thin card between his dried-out fingertips,
that shows:
“For all your timing needs”

-Sandman

So in an office of steadily draining hourglasses,
to the Sandman I might pose:

“How do you define a lifetime?”
And he would take a glance at 
his shimmering golden pocket watch,
chuckling dismissively as he turned the dial,
ever so slightly forward.

That moment fading into the next,
drywall replaced by muggy rainforest,
in the dominion of Mother Nature,
I would likely offer up:

“Do I matter on this Earth?”
And high above the canopy,
Mrs. Nature would paint me her great landscapes,
from the Grand Canyon to the Mediterranean Coast.

In the wake of these serene images,
my friend the Reaper would materialize beside me,
whispering in my ear:

“You’ve spent your whole life asking questions,
now I have one for you:
your time has come,

your life is through,
will it be tonight or next morning
that you choose to bid adieu?”

And I would tell him:
“I’ve seen days aplenty,
that much is true,
but I’m not ready,
between me and you.
My search has yet to even conclude,
I’ll sleep on it and 
get back to you.”

So with a shrug he would dissipate,
as I mulled over the details of my fate.
My journey had led me everywhere,
and it left me with no time to spare.

As the sun would rise 
then so would I,
and set out the teacups in my robe.
I would take my seat,
close my eyes,
and finally have my answer.
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10 Hours and 10 Minutes Later
Angela Darjuan • Digital art 

Bruises
Fiona Delaney • Flash Fiction

I found myself at the old wooden table of the kitchen, my feet not quite 
reaching the floor. White sneakers matched with white ruffled socks. A 
headband hugged my temples. My small fingers traced the water rings a cup 
had left on the dark brown surface earlier that morning. I was waiting for 
lunch.

“Honey, what fruit would you like with your sandwich today?” mother 
asked. I peered into the fruit bowl that sat in front of me, lifting my chin to 
look past its chipped rim of faded blue paint. Pears, apples, bananas and 
peaches filled its center. 

“Peaches!”
“Peaches what?”
“Peaches, please,” I responded, with a slight hint of guilt for forgetting 

my manners. Mother’s slender figure walked over from the counter and 
picked up one of the pinkish-orange spheres; frowning, she picked another 
one, which only sprouted more wrinkles on her forehead.

 “They’re bruised, sweetie, so they might taste odd. Do you want another 
fruit?” 

“Bruised?” I repeated as a question, trying to connect the idea of black 
circles on my skin to fruit. “I get bruises from falling off my scooter, or when 
I trip playing tag, but peaches can’t ride a scooter or play tag.”

Mother’s laugh, sweet as the scent of honeysuckle, filled the room.
“Well, no, they can’t, but sometimes they sit in the bowl for too long, so 

they get old and go bad. See?”
She brought the peach down to my eyes. Observing the browning circles 

within the captivating sunset colors, I pursed my lips; they looked like the 
muddy puddles in the front yard after it rained. The spots dusted off a faint 
memory—I had seen them before. Dad had given me fruit like this, but I 
never noticed how unsightly the murky brown was. Not until they were called 
bruises.

The image of my dad’s hand giving me a bruised apple surfaced. It was 
a school morning. I was late for the bus. My lunch was being thrown into a 
paper bag, and the apple was last. I hesitated before taking it, noticing an 
unfamiliar brown shadow on the red flesh. I asked dad why the small crater 
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Grade AA
Elon Grobey • Photography

was there. He shrugged at my question, saying that it was just the way it was 
sometimes, and that it wouldn’t hurt to eat it. 

“You know, some people think that these dark spots taste sweeter than 
the rest of the fruit,” he said. “I think they do.” 

I never questioned it afterwards—not until now.
“Melanie, are you sure you still want it?” mother asked. 
Pulled away from the trance by her sharp voice, I turned my eyes back 

to the disturbance of colors. I poked the peach and felt the squishy skin of the 
bruise give out beneath my fingertip, wondering just how sweet it could be.

“I still want it,” I decided.
Mother sighed.
“Alright then, peach princess. I’ll just cut off the bad parts.”
“Why? Daddy never cuts them off.”

She pulled the peach away, turning around as her clean flats guided her back 
to the counter.

“It’ll taste better. You’ll see.”
“But maybe I’ll like the-”
The harsh whack of the knife hitting the cutting board interrupted me. 

A creak escaped from the wooden chair as my small body flinched back. I 
watched as my mother sliced off the bruises, scraping the imperfect pieces to 
the edge of the board.
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LATER
Madeline Humphrey • Poetry

Gyre
Jay Dye • Painting

I hate aging myself
in wishes,
thinking about years, 
a me down
and down timelines,
unknown, uncertain
bald or budding.

I hate aging myself
in wishes ––
it kills my cat,
pushes her through phases
unprepared.

I arrive  (in this dream)
in our new morning kitchen,
I’m wearing a pantsuit or maybe a belly
and she   (cat) 
is struggling to stand,
grey and green,
spitting her pills into cracked tiles
while I’m late for work.
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mid-july
Rachel Ledesma • Fiction

We don’t know what to do so we walk down to the Liquor and buy a pack of 
Pacifico. It’s only Tuesday and we have no plans for what feels like the rest 
of our lives. By the time we walk back the trees cast long shadows on the 
sidewalk, dripping off the curb. The air is still, quiet, full of warmth. Kids in 
helmets ride their bikes through the middle of the street. Mosquitoes bite our 
thighs and Nia tells me she wishes she brought peppermint oil. 

Mosquitoes hate it. My grandma taught me, she says. 

That gets us talking about lavender, rosemary, eucalyptus. The smell of the 
bush that grows purple flowers we can never remember the name of. Oranges 
and honeysuckle. Her father’s deodorant. My mom’s face lotion. 

We sit on the steps leading up to her front door and watch the sun disappear 
behind the elementary school across the street. She lights a cigarette for 
herself, offers me one. I stare at my feet and wonder why I can never make 
a decision when I need to. I say no and then yes thirty seconds later. I take a 
drag as an old man runs over the curb in front of us.

He always does that, she says. 

So do I. My hubcaps are all scratched up, it’s embarrassing, I say.

I’m missing all my hubcaps. And I backed into a pole the other day. I dented my bumper, 
but I don’t think it’s noticeable. 

I look over at her car in the driveway. The bumper looks terrible, cut open 
and missing paint, her Indiana license plate hanging on by a single loose 
screw. 

Yeah, that’s not too bad, I say. 

We finish our cigarettes in silence and go inside. 

Her roommates greet us with hugs when we walk in. I’ve only met them 
once, maybe twice. It takes three minutes for us to get through all four of 
them. They just won’t let go. Nia laughs the whole time and so do I. What’s 
going on with you guys? She leads me through the messy hallway to the kitchen 
afterwards. 

They’re all on acid if you couldn’t tell, she says. 

I ask her where they got it from since John—the guy everyone buys from—
went back home to Seattle to bury his dead dog. 

The dark web. Andrew knows how to do it. We’re ordering more next week if you want in. 
But warning, he kinda has the tendency for getting scammed. He lost sixty dollars worth 
of bitcoin yesterday. Well, it was Garrett’s bitcoin. He’s pretty mad about it. They weren’t 
talking this morning, but they seem fine now. 

What was Andrew trying to buy? 

Molly, I think. Or maybe more acid. 

I set the pack of beer down on the counter and take out two bottles. I open 
both with a lighter in my pocket. Like most things, it takes me longer than it 
should.

You could’ve asked me for an opener, Nia says.

It’s more fun this way. 

We sip our beers and stare at the gray kitchen tile that’s supposed to be white. 
I want to ask Nia when they cleaned it last but I know she’ll say they never 
have. It makes me embarrassed—that I care and they don’t. My cheeks turn 
red and Nia stares at me with a question. 

Do you want to do shrooms? 

When? 
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I was thinking right now.

It doesn’t take much to convince me, and Nia’s good at finding distractions. 
I’d like to think this isn’t the only reason we’re friends though I know it is. I 
clean two dirty mugs in the sink and she starts boiling a pot of water. The 
cats join us in the kitchen and rub against our legs, meowing.

Are they hungry? I ask. 

Little fatasses! I fed them twice today already, she says, nudging them away with her 
feet. 

I bend down to pet the skinny one and squeeze its white paws. My phone 
vibrates in my pocket. I answer it without looking. From the sound of a quick 
inhale I know it’s my mom. 

A package is here. I signed for you. 

Thanks, I say.

It’s from Kaiser, my mom says. 

Thanks, I say again. 

I think it’s pills, she says.  

The cat rolls onto its back and offers me its belly. I scratch its fur until it purs. 
The other cat comes over, jealous. I scratch behind its ears. It tries to bite me. 
Bitch, I say under my breath.

Hello?

Sorry I’m at Nia’s. 

Oh. Well, I just wanted to let you know so when you get home... She trails off. 

Thanks, Mom.

Alright. Will you be home for dinner? 

Not tonight. Sorry. 

Okay. Well, have fun. Bye. Love you. 

I put my phone in my pocket. The cats race over to Nia, stirring in the 
mushrooms and humming. 

She calls you a lot, huh? 

If I don’t answer her calls she gets worried. Then my dad will start calling me.

Yikes. I haven’t spoken to either of my parents in like two weeks. 

You’re lucky, I say. I feel bad that I mean it. 

We watch the mushrooms dance around the water until the timer goes off. 
I grab green tea bags and honey. Nia rations the water into the mugs, a 
cloud of steam rising up to her face. I tell her it’s good for her pores as her 
roommate walks in. The one from Massachusetts with a mustache and no 
shirt. I don’t remember his name, but I can tell he doesn’t wear deodorant. 
His chest hair is sparse and his stretch marks are pink. It makes me want to 
look away. I don’t. 

What you guys making? He asks. 

Shrooms, Nia says.

Right on, he says, opening the fridge. I’m just barely peaking. Only took a few tabs. 

I mix the honey into our tea while I watch him pour a glass of orange juice 
into a bowl. That’s Matt, Nia tells me. We grab our mugs and beers as the cats 
follow us like ducklings out to the backyard. 

We sit on the grass and drink the tea in gulps. It tastes like dirt. Nia doesn’t 
seem to mind. She picks at the grass and I pluck tiny hairs from my legs with 
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my nails while I try to decide whether Matt is attractive or if I’m just bored. I 
can’t seem to make up my mind.
 
I watch the cats chase a butterfly, then a piece of dust. They get scared when 
it disappears, their tails falling between their legs. It makes me laugh so hard 
I cry. 

How much did we take? I ask. 

Enough, Nia says. 

All at once the world turns fuzzy so we move over to the lawn chairs. We 
pass the joint back and forth, then a cigarette, then another joint as we listen 
to the neighbor’s music—upbeat, romantic, Middle Eastern. I try to pick out 
words in Farsi, Arabic. Words my best friend taught me. Words I don’t know 
the meaning of. Kooni, Cos, Goh, Tozz Feek. I don’t hear any of them, not that 
I’m really trying. 

A sliver of the moon rises above the trees. It reminds me of a grain of rice, the 
kind my grandma used to buy. Andrew walks outside with a basket of dirty 
laundry. We watch him like he’s performing, like the backyard’s a stage. I 
whisper to Nia that he’s an excellent performer because his skin looks blue. 
That makes her laugh louder than anything. She yells at him and repeats 
what I said. 

I’ve been told I look orange, he says. But you know, when I think about it, I feel sort of 
gray. 

I say that’s a line of shitty college workshop poetry. I don’t know why I do. 
Only Nia laughs. Andrew tightens his lips and goes back inside. I imagine 
what it would be like to never speak again. The thought reassures me. Nia 
tells me I need to stop acting so sensitive. I tell her I’m trying. 

Beers make us confessional. We get two more in us and by that time, Nia’s 
already talking about back home—Idaho—and I just listen because I’m from 
here. Her summer trips to Michigan and the train ride out of Boise. Her best 

friend’s bedroom. The cop that pulled her friend over and confiscated their 
bong. Her uncle’s art studio in downtown. The first time she took an edible. 
Why she punched her best friend at a party in the ninth grade. 

You did everything I wished I was doing as a teenager, I say. 

Life was still boring, though, she says. What were you doing as a teenager? 

Hanging out with my parents, I say. She just laughs.

I want to tell her I’m not joking but I feel my legs go numb, so I stand up 
and walk in circles, waiting for the blood to return. My phone vibrates in my 
pocket. I hold my breath until it stops, and then I turn it off. 

The neighbor stops the music. We close our eyes and listen to crickets chirp. 
I tell Nia I used to be afraid of them as a kid. How my dad had to hold my 
hand whenever I went outside at night because I thought the bugs would 
crawl into my ear and lay eggs in my brain. 

I had a lot of irrational fears, I say. Like, I thought a plane would crash into my bedroom 
when I was seven. I just thought it would happen. I had a lot of trouble falling asleep. 

I was afraid of that too, Nia says. A plane crashing into my house. I think it’s an 
American thing, really. 

For some reason, I want to disagree with her. I want to feel special, original 
about my fears. But I just nod my head and watch as Andrew, Matt and 
Diana—the only other girl in the house—walk outside through the back 
door. The boys each hold a cigarette. Diana smokes out of a juul every other 
second. It makes my mouth water.

They’re talking about going to the beach, but none of them wants to drive. 
When they try to flip a coin, they all call heads while the penny’s in the air. It 
lands on tails. They flip the coin again, and this time all call tails. It lands on 
heads. 

Nia says they’re ridiculous, loud enough so they can hear. The boys all laugh 
and keep smoking their cigarettes. Diana rolls her eyes. Five minutes later she 
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says she’ll grab her keys. 

Nia asks me if I want to go with them. It never takes much to convince me. 

Diana drives fast without using turn signals. I say we’re lucky the streets are 
mostly empty. No one replies or acknowledges I said anything. I blame it on 
the open windows. I sit in the backseat, right in the middle between Nia and 
Matt. My seat’s missing a seatbelt so they link their arms over me. It makes 
me feel like a kid. I smile so wide I know I look stupid. 

At a red light, Diana turns on the radio. The song’s in English but I 
can’t understand any of the words—I just know it’s about a man who did 
something wrong. I can’t tell how late it is as we merge onto the freeway filled 
with semi-trucks and tankers. I don’t even remember what day it is or where I 
am. It all feels great. I don’t want the not knowing to end. 

Which beach are you going to? Nia asks. 

Oh, you know, the one we go to, Diana says. That seems to be a good enough 
answer for everyone. 

Nia rests her head on my shoulder and I close my eyes. Matt asks us if we’re 
tired and we ignore him like we have something to prove. We don’t but he 
goes along with it. 

You’re a good sport, I mumble. He smiles. 

I feel the weight of their arms increase on my thighs. I know if we got into 
an accident I’d go flying out the front window, but at least I’d feel held before 
then. Or at least that’s what I tell myself. 

When I open my eyes I’m the only one in the parked car. The back doors are 
locked so I climb up to the passenger’s seat and get out. The air is cool and 
makes me feel like I’ve lost something. I walk through the parking lot to the 
sand trying not to feel anything. I see Nia and her roommates up ahead, close 

to the water. My feet feel heavy as I move toward them, and I know if I called 
for them they wouldn’t hear me. The waves are too loud, the space between 
us is too large. I realize none of this matters, but I still feel far, forgotten. 

I pass a lifeguard tower and then I hear Matt laughing. 

We thought you were a ghost, Nia yells. 

Maybe I am, I yell back. I don’t think they hear me, or if they do, it’s not worth 
a reply. Soon enough I’m next to them, inhaling their smoke. 

We didn’t want to wake you, Matt says. Were you scared? 

I wasn’t thinking, I say as I sit down next to Nia. So I don’t know. 

I stare out at the water. Everything is black, but I can’t tell what black is the 
ocean and what black is the sky. Nia tells me she isn’t high anymore and I 
agree. I’m not either. She puts her hand on my knee and then takes it away.

You’re bleeding, she says. 

I look down at my knee and see a trickle of blood coming from a bug bite on 
my thigh. I put my finger in my skin’s opening and it stings. 

You should put peppermint oil on that. Remind me when we get back. I have some in my 
room, she says. 

I tell her she sounds like my mom, only my mom would’ve said something 
about keeping it clean and not picking the scab. She would’ve bought me 
a box of bandaids and left it in my bathroom. She would’ve asked me a 
few days later how my bug bite was. She would’ve asked to look at it after 
I refused to show her. She would’ve told me about her wasted summer 
childhoods in Grand Rapids itching bugbites and hating her stepdad. I 
would’ve listened. I would’ve thanked her for the bandaids. 

We all stare at the ocean until our eyes burn. We don’t know what else to do 
so we walk back to the car as the sky starts lightening. This time when I ride 
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in the middle Matt and Nia don’t link arms over me so the blood on my legs 
can dry. It does.

When I wake up the car is parked in the driveway and I’m alone again. I get 
out through the passenger’s seat for the second time and walk out into the 
sun. I try to remember what day it is, and this time, I really try. 

Precocious
Sophia Crawford • Fiction

There’s this open plaza in northern Italy with a small covered area in 
the corner splashed with white lights, showering several, elevated human 
sculptures. I didn’t know a thing about these pieces. But I loved them. I felt 
this way because they also loved me. And not for who I just presented myself 
to be. They desired me just as much as I desired them. Adored them. Dazed 
by their intensity, I softly bumped into the tall pedestal of one, and gazed up. 
And my heart slowed. To a stop. It felt like I didn’t exist anymore, like I forgot 
who I was, who I pretended to be. I wanted to touch this statue’s eyebrows, 
her slightly padded belly, press her fingertips against mine as she reached 
up high in a movement that suggested she was leaping up and slightly 
backwards, twisting her body as if she forgot something up there. But of 
course, I could not see what she was grabbing. It was left to my imagination. 
She could be searching for whatever I wanted her to reach for. She was at 
my mind’s mercy just as I was at the mercy of her beauty. Not just physically, 
but by her intangible aura. I zoned out the tourists so that it was just her and 
I, and I was free to walk around her, slowly, so I wouldn’t miss any shadows 
cascading across her skin, envying the light that caressed her limbs, gliding 
across her cheeks. I gently rubbed my thumb on one of these dark spots (who 
knows if I was allowed to), and shut my eyes. Yet I could see without my eyes. 
I could see she was showing me, only me, her movement, her twisting body, 
her freeing adrenaline. When I finally opened my eyes, they rested on her 
teeth behind her lips, and then I realized I’d never see her lips move. Her ears 
would never hear my voice, her lungs would never expand with my breath, 
her tongue would never meet mine. She only felt me because I felt her first, 
but it didn’t matter because I could never muster into a coherent sentence 
quite what I was feeling, only what I was doing that made me feel this way. 
I’d never be able to tell her, no matter how much I’d want this statue to 
understand, that I hope she’d be ok with stretching for an apricot. 
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Sasha
Jacob Carpenter • Photography

It was a quiet sound, but it woke me up because it was a human sound. 
The lamp lit up the dark room with a click and left black spots in my vision. 
Night lived outside the window, crickets and wind and the things called quiet. 
My heart thumped violently, and I pushed my fingers out of the sheets and to 
my throat, to the artery there. My neck was wet; I wiped tears from my eyes. 
It was a human sound, and one that belonged to me. 

I was never afraid of the night as a child. But when my parents would 
close plastic bags into the trunk after an evening grocery trip, I could 
imagine them driving off without me. The colors of the night would shift 
from purple to black, and I would stand at the corner of Vons alone, never 
finding my way home. After hours, the manager would ask me where my 
parents were, and I would run down the street and disappear forever. 

Perhaps living alone was the same sort of thing, a way to achieve 
disappearance in my adult life.  

Off-brand O’s cereal rattled into the bowl. The box had to tip completely 
upside down for any to come out. I ate the cereal dry, and the spoon had 
nothing to hold on to. Most of it slipped back down after I picked it up.

It was still dark out, but it was probably early morning, and I wanted to 
cry out again like I did in my dream. It wasn’t an explainable dream. It was 
a feeling of spinning, and being spun around and around, and then one of 
sinking down, down. 

After breakfast I always look in the mirror, and sometimes I look in the 
mirror after lunch. It’s the same both times. I did not take the mascara off last 
night, and it won’t come off now. There is no clock in the bathroom; there’s 
only toothpaste, unwaxed floss, a single toothbrush. As a child I would bring 
a glass to the bathroom, because I couldn’t hold the water in my hands. 

I can imagine the sound of someone in the kitchen, someone cutting 
carrots on a white cutting board, or sharpening the very blunt knives. Or 
vacuuming, and finding a place for all the things on the floor. I like the sound 
of the bathroom sink running with a light underneath the door, and trying 
to figure out stages of a routine based on the amount of water used – if this 
is flossing (if she flosses anymore); if that scrubbing sound is for her teeth; 
the question of whether the shower will start or not. The smell of coconut 

The Loudness of it All
Gabriella Brandom • Fiction
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conditioner – the one we share. 
I would like her to know me. Me and my cereal habits, and the face 

I have in the mirror. The spinning around of what life could be like. The 
need to sit on the floor with all the objects around me, with all the emptiness 
between them, and the loudness of it all. 

Thinking
Hannah Greenberg • Photography
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i don’t know how he always
sits there.
does he have a job? you
ask me, and i shake 
my head at the man 
with the heart-twisted
palm leaves who makes us
wonder if buying one to keep as a 
souvenir would be a waste of
money.

we are not tourists

we ignore him again. it must be
the fourth or fifth, maybe
sixth time that we pass him,
trying to focus on the crashing
of the waves and the cacophony
of the skateboards and the man
rapping outside the public
restroom, the one that we avoid
because it never gets
cleaned. we take pride in knowing
the good bathrooms and the bad
ones. 

we are not tourists

you and i are so close to the water, 
but we never touch. i wish that we could go 
find shells for our jar in the living
room. you opened it last

sunday morning between mission 
and pb
Lydia Pejovic • Poetry

week and it smelled like beach and you
nagged me for never cleaning the
skeletons before i lock them inside
our glass prison and i laughed 
because i did it on purpose.
i want to remember things as they are in 
this moment with you.

we are not tourists
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Star Crossed
Jacob Carpenter • Photography

in gemology, we use the term phantom to describe
a clear outline seen within a stone that indicates the growth
of millions of years of ancestral crystal, forming one layer only to
find that the earth was not quite satisfied,
coming back later to sculpt another over it, and 
another over that, and
many times over again.

i wonder if, when people look at me, they see my phantoms.
can they find evidence of who i used to be in the sway
of my pleochroic hips? do my facial tics display 
newsprint headlines reading
THEY WISH THEY COULD BE BETTER THAN THAT ?

they say that “my type” have a tendency to
o v e r s h a r e at the first sign of trust between
like-minded individuals. but for every phantom we might
reveal to the careful-handed miner, we leave
many more in the hands of the earth.

phantoms
Elliott Ector • Poetry
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